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Christmas is over and the New Year is here. I hope that you had a fantastic holiday season and that 2023 will 
be especially good for you.  I am not big on doing resolutions but I do enjoy looking back on the past year and 
seeing how I can change for the better or what I can change to make things better for those around me.   
 
I was blessed this past year to be able to work with a number of our members and callers from around the 
country.  I always learn something when I have a chance to work with other callers and hope you get that 
chance as well.  From the newer callers to the most experienced traveling callers, all have something I can gain 
and add to my abilities.  
 
In December there was an appreciation dance in Tallahassee, FL for Elmer Sheffield.  Over 20 callers were 
there to thank Elmer for all he has done for our activity.  Anyone not own a few ESP recordings?  Elmer is 
having a few health issues and we all wish him the best.  It was great to see so many long time friends, callers, 
cuers and dancers, in attendance. 
 
Down here in Florida we are having our state square and round dance convention in mid January.  
Registrations appear to be running even to slightly ahead of last years.  I enjoy conventions because it is an 
opportunity to hear other callers, dance some and socialize with the dancers who attend the dances I call.  I 
am especially looking forward to being in Mobile for the National Convention in June.  I hope to meet some of 
the ACA members and hear from you what you would like ACA to do to help you in calling, recruiting, teaching 
etc.  
 
On a technical subject for a minute, how do you program your dances?  Some callers don’t program anything, 
just get up at the dance and start calling.  Some it seems gives no thought to their patter or singing call 
selections for each tip.  Other callers have their music picked out, what emphasis calls they will use each tip 
and plan how they will progress through the entire evening.  I fall somewhere between the two. My friend 
Keith Stephens and I are in agreement that the purpose of the caller is to move the dancers.  It should be 
comfortable, smooth, well timed and suited to their level.  What can you do to be better prepared to give the 
dancers the most entertainment value? 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to serve the ACA and all callers.  Let me know if you have thoughts on anything 
in my articles.  I want to learn from you.  
 
Mary and I wish you all the best for the New Year and hope to meet you all. 
 
Keep ‘em square. 
 
Bill Chesnut 
billchesnut4@gmail.com 
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Rebuilding Square Dancing 

What will Square Dancing look like two or three years from now?  Are will there even be 

square dancing? If we do not rebuild the mainstream level and allow people time to know that 

Mainstream is the foundation level of our activity and be able to dance and help with the next 

Class, before they are allowed to go to the Plus level. This will allow time to become a better 

dancer and will make it better for them as a Square Dancer 

Will there even be Square Dancing if we do not help rebuild the activity and give them time to 

enjoy and understand what they have learned. This is just my opinion after calling and 

teaching for 64 Years. They need that time to get to know the people that help them learn to 

dance and pass it on to the next class. By allowing them time they will understand the call 

better and will be able to dance it better. This will require CALLERS NOT to try to get them in 

Plus and give them time to become a real Square Dancer that will stay in Square Dancing. 

We must do a better job of teaching new dancers the definition of calls and stop saying Boys 

or Girls unless the call definition is written Boy or Girls. I know it’s hard to break old habits but 

this will help the new dancer understand how the call works from left side or right side Dancer 

as a couple this will make them understand the call better.  

New Dancers respond better to calls if they are exposed to both the Left & the Right side part 

of a couple call. The good thing about teaching this way is that it may take a little more time 

but in the long run it will cut down teach time for calls as you get farther into the class. 

This is the reason we are suggesting teaching this way and if we keep them in Mainstream 

until they help the next class they will be better dancers and will stay in Square Dancing 

longer. 

That is why we need to do this, It will bring back a foundation for the Square Dance activity 

and we will have better Dancers and a way to rebuild this Activity. 

For the last 25 to 30 years, we have totally wiped out the foundation of our Square Dance 

activity witch WAS and WILL always be MAINSTREAM. Nobody coming in at the Mainstream 

and everyone trying to climb the level later. 

Then the Covid thing just about killed out Square Dancing as we knew it. There are some 

places that are trying to hold on. Its just my opinion but if we don’t have a solid Mainstream 

program and KEEP IT I think we will not save Square Dancing. 

IF WE DO NOT KEEP MAINSTEAM HEALTHY WE DO NOT HAVE A FOUNDNATION TO BUILD 

FROM. I believe we can rebuild Square Dancing, but we have to do with Mainstream. 

Mac Letson             ( I have been Calling & Teaching for 64 Years hope we can turn this around) 
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Hi All,  

It’s that time of year when classes are starting. I hope all of you have sat down and 

reviewed all the Basic and Mainstream definitions. It never hurts to review what 

you already know. I know every time I review the definitions, I realize how much I 

take for granted. A review brings me back in focus. I’m sure it will work for you as 

well. With this in mind, my remarks about reviewing the definitions bring to mind 

how much we need to reinforce this knowledge to all of our dancers. I would 

encourage all the club members to angel the class. Even they may realize they 

were a little fuzzy on some moves. As the old saying goes “A little review never 

hurt anyone”. Now in regard to the new students: I find that student dancers do 

not get enough repetition on the moves they are learning. I would strongly 

recommend we spend a little more time with each move and raise the bar on each 

move you teach. I have included some basic drills you may wish to use and 

encourage all of you to send some of your drills to share. Remember: we are in this 

together to rebuild square dancing to the glory days of the 70’s and 80’s! A dancer 

called me and suggested that when callers teach a class they provide a list of the 

moves so the dancers can follow along and mark off the moves as they are taught. 

I also received a call from a dancer concerned about a caller using singing calls 

with suggestive lyrics. If this is happening, keep in mind this is not acceptable by 

Callerlab, ACA or TSCA code of ethics. Please be aware of the age group you have 

at your dances and/or classes. Teens or younger dancers should not be subjected 

to “adult” phrases. It would be to your benefit to use better judgment when calling 

a dance. Enough said. 

John Carlton 

If you have questions about the Caller School, call 210-521-4044 or email 

john_r_carlton@hotmail.com 
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This is a sample of quick drills that callers and club members may use to reinforce what was taught at 

lessons. If you would like the complete packet I will be happy to email it to you. There are 59 pages in the 

complete packet. John Carlton: john_r_carlton@hotmail.com  

CLUB 50 

REPETITION QUICK DRILLS 

The Repetition Quick Drill format is a reinforcement engaging combination of 

movements that can be repeated over and over again after the caller has taught 

the moves. These program drills are in line with the "Club 50" lesson plan. The 

drills can also be used between classes by dancers to reinforce what was taught the 

prior week at lessons. Please do not get ahead of the Caller's lesson plan. The 

emphasis moves are on the top of each page. These routines were put together by 

John Carlton and released September 17, 2018 to anyone who needs the help.  

CLUB 50 

Pg 1 REPETITION QUICK DRILLS 

STATIC SQUARE  

ALL Circle Left then Circle Right till you get back home  

ALL Forward and Back (4 steps in - 4 steps back)  

   (Heads then Sides) (Men then Ladies)  

   All 4 Ladies Chain / Head Ladies Chain / Side Ladies Chain  

   Face Your Partner - Right & Left Grand / Do Sa Do /  

   Weave the Ring (and you should be home)  

HEADS Pass Thru - Wheel Around  

SIDES Pass Thru - Wheel Around - Join Hands,  

   Circle Left Half till you get back home  

   HEADS Pass Thru Courtesy Turn  

   SIDES Pass Thru Courtesy Turn  

   Join Hands - Circle to the Right till you get back home  
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HEADS Pass Thru California Twirl  

SIDES Pass Thru California Twirl  

   Join Hands - Circle to the Left till you get back home  

HEADS Pass Thru Partner Trade  

SIDES Pass Thru Partner Trade  

   Join Hands - Circle to the Right till you get back home  

  4 Men Promenade Inside the Ring - Get Back Home and Swing  

  4 Girls Promenade Inside the Ring - Get Back Home and Swing  

  Join Hands - Circle Left -Swing your Corner, put her  

  on your Right -Circle Left (3 more times)  

 

Pg 2 CLUB 50 STATIC SQUARE STARS  

 

  4 Men Star By The Right Once Around  

  4 Men Star By The Left Once Around  

  4 Ladies Star By The Right Once Around  

  4 Ladies Star By The Left Once Around  

HEADS Couples Star by the Right Once Around  

SIDES Couples Star by the Left Once Around  

HEADS Couples Star Right half way- Face In and Pass Thru and Wheel Around  

SIDES Couples Star Right half way- Face In and Pass Thru and Wheel Around  

HEADS Couples Star Left half way- Face In and Pass Thru / Courtesy Turn  

SIDES Couples Star Left half way- Face In and Pass Thru / Courtesy Turn  

HEADS Pass Thru / U-Turn Back / Same Two Pass Thru / U-Turn Back  

   (Right Shoulder Pass By Rule)  

SIDES Pass Thru / U-Turn Back / Same Two Pass Thru / U-Turn Back 
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PH 1-256-383-7585   P.O. Box 2406 Muscle Shoals, AL 35662 -Email loulet@aol.com   

BMI/ASCAP  LICENSE 
THROUGH 

AMERICANCALLERS ASSOCIATION INC 
The National Association of Dance Instructors and Leaders 

AMERICAN CALLERS BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
President          Bill Chesnut                                      Advisory Board:  Gary Shoemake, Paul 

Marcum         

Vice President:   Paul Marcum              Kevin Cozad, John Carlton,                                           

 Vice President Ralph Trout                                                           Mac Letson   Executive Director 

                                         GO TO THE WEB PAGE FOR COUNTRY - WESTERN & LINE DANCE for license & Insurance 
Application 

AMERICAN CALLERS has two schedules:  Fifty Dances or Less and Fifty-one Dances or More.  (No restriction over Fifty or 
More.) 

The fees apply ONLY to Callers, Round Dance Teachers, Contra Prompters, and Clogging Instructors.  

__________________________________________________________________________  

Membership Application for BMI/ASCAP License & Liability Insurance 

April 1, 2023 through March 31, 2024 

_____   Caller  _____   Rounds Teacher/ Cuer _____   Contra Prompter   _____Clogging 
 

Please check one:  New Member _____ Renewal _____ 
 
Name:  _______________________________________ Spouse’s Name ___________________________ 

Address:  ______________________________________________________________________________ 

City:  _______________________________   State:  ________ Zip:  _______________  

Phone: (H)_________________  (B)  __________________     Email Address:  

___________________________________  

   Years Instructing:  _____Signature:  __________________________________________   Date:   

______________ 

These licensing rates include the BMI/ASCAP fee, annual dues, and all members are insured under the group LIABILITY 
insurance coverage.  Fees listed herein are established by the respective BMI/ASCAP Boards. Fees are non- refundable.  

For all or any part of the year.  The fees listed below are for   Caller, Rounds Teacher/ Cuer, Contra Prompter and 
Clogging 
 
50- DANCE EVENTS - per year (OR LESS)     $ 182.00                       51-DANCE EVENTS - per year (OR MORE) $ 
238.00_____                           
The fee’s above are much less than most other Association charge for Insurance, License and membership. ACA will always 
try to 
Get the best price we can for our members. We are working for you. 
  


